INDEFF acquires ONG Automation,
strengthening its position as a global Wonderware partner
INDEFF has acquired ONG Automation, an Irish company specialising in Industrial Automation and
Manufacturing Execution Systems. Peter Bresseleers, CEO and owner of INDEFF, explains. “We have a
roadmap for the future of INDEFF. The acquisition of ONG Automation fits firmly within this plan. ONG
Automation’s strong position in Ireland and the United Kingdom, their certified expertise and a decadelong partnership with INDEFF, convinced us that the deal would strengthen the group.”

Advancing on a global scale

Expansion is a key driver for this acquisition. Even though
INDEFF and ONG Automation share some customers, the
complementary expertise of both INDEFF and ONG will open
up new opportunities for additional business development.
“The majority of our clients are active in the Food & Beverages,
Consumer Packaged Goods and Special Chemicals, whereas
ONG Automation specialises in pharmaceutical products,
medical devices, and semiconductors”, INDEFF’s owner and CEO
Peter Bresseleers continued.

INDEFF can now follow the sun. INDEFF already had a strong
foothold in Asia, the Middle East, the United States, and the
European mainland. But with the acquisition of ONG Automation,
INDEFF firmly puts itself on the map in Ireland and the United
Kingdom as well. Due to ONG Automation’s strong position in
the United States, INDEFF strengthens its presence across the
Atlantic too.

Creating new jobs in the automation industry

Similar to INDEFF, ONG Automation boasts 26 years of
experience in industrial automation, also as an Endorsed
Wonderware System Integrator. The Irish company has
completed more than 1,000 projects all over the world – with
a focus on Ireland and the United Kingdom. “Thanks to the
acquisition, INDEFF joins the global elite of Wonderware partners
and is a recognised integrator for PLC systems in both Siemens
and Allen-Bradley”, commented Peter Bresseleers.

A wide array of certified business benefits

In today’s market, more and more customers demand
guarantees in the form of ISO-certifications. ONG Automation
obtained its ISO 9001:2008 certification originally in 2007 and
recertified successfully to the evolving standard ISO 9001:2015.
The continued drive for quality is verified by ONG Automation –
running all projects to Gamp5. This year, ONG Automation and
INDEFF intend to certify to ISO 14001:2015 shortly followed by
ISO 27001:2015. These certifications help assure customers of
the continued improvement and highest standards of INDEFF’s
engineering and support offering.

Derry Good, the current director of ONG Automation, will
continue as the Regional Director of INDEFF’s Ireland branch.
“The existing staff will form the core of our plans to expand
employment in Ireland – enabling growth in both domestic and
foreign markets. ONG Automation’s workforce, market expertise,
and technical know-how will help boost INDEFF’s growth”, Derry
Good commented.
The industrial automation company is looking to go from
100 to 120 employees in the next 18 months. With offices in
the US, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Oman, the
UAE, Singapore, Thailand and now Ireland, INDEFF can offer
automation engineers a multitude of exciting international career
opportunities.

LOOKING TO ENGINEER
OUR NEXT EXPANSION?

Start your career in automation here.

Company profile: INDEFF
INDEFF (founded in 2003) is an experienced Industrial Automation and Manufacturing Execution Systems expert. The group has completed
more than 1,000 projects worldwide. INDEFF improves the quality and efficiency of companies, preparing them for Industry 4.0, by helping
to create smart factories. As a proud AVEVA-partner and Endorsed Wonderware System Integrator, INDEFF takes full advantage of new
technologies to set up fully connected supply chains across the world. INDEFF is also a Gold Partner for Stratus everRun to provide FaultTolerant systems and an OEM Partner for Dream Report, the world’s leading solution for Industrial Reports. INDEFF maintains a permanent
presence with its well-positioned offices in Europe, the United States, the Middle East, and South-East Asia, ensuring strong well-trained and
motivated personnel to support its valued customers.
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